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Outline for 
Today’s Talk

2

● Consumer Experience from IoT 
Interactions

● IFTTT Applets

● Representing Applets as 
Embeddings

● Visualizing Experience 
Segments

● Implications 
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Understanding Consumer Experience from IoT Interactions

More than 20 billion devices are connected to the 
Internet (>> than 7.35 billion people).

This amounts to millions and millions of interaction 
events (e.g. IFTTT, Alexa skills, intelligent 
assistants, sensors, smart home, social robots, 
autonomous cars). 

Managers have a need to understand what new 
kinds of consumer experiences are likely to emerge 
from these interactions.

 

3

Interaction data can be organized as 
rectangular data (numerical or text), with 
interaction events in the rows and 
information describing events written in the 
columns.

The similarity matrix of the interaction 
events (rows) of the rectangular data is large 
and complex, with hundreds of millions, or 
billions, of entries. 

This complexity presents significant 
challenges for conventional reduction and 
representation techniques. 

We’ve entered 
Phase 3 of the 

Internet - the IoT 

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Consumer Experience in the IoT: Goals and Issues

Research Goal: Represent consumer 
experience from similarities among interaction 
events to aid managerial decisions about:

● The “identity” of the IoT assemblage that 
has emerged

● Interface design

● Product/business development 

● Consumer discovery, content creation, 
recommendations.

4

Hierarchy of conceptual and 
methodological issues:

● How to represent a single interaction 
event.

● How to represent similarity among pairs of 
interaction events.

● How to extract from these similarities a 
representation of consumer experience.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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IFTTT is an 
Example of IoT 

Interaction 
Data

5

If this...

… then that

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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IFTTT Applets Code IoT Interaction Events

6

If I say “Alexa, trigger party time” (capacity to affect), then turn the Hue lights 
into party mode (capacity to be affected).

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Generalizing Structured Discourses to Other Contexts

IFTTT has emerged as the most important 
trusted neutral platform for connecting 
smart objects in the IoT space (Techcrunch 
2018).

● 14 million registered users

● 75 million Applets since launch

● 5000 active developers building services

● 140,000 developers building Applets on the 
IFTTT Platform 

We note, however, that our research 
problem is applicable to problems beyond 
IFTTT.

7

Other contexts that IFTTT (if trigger 
+ then action) structured 
discourses generalize to include:

● Chatbots

● Amazon Alexa skills

● Social robots

● Sensor data

● Recommendations

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Anatomy of an IFTTT Applet

IFTTT “if this, then that” Applets are structured discourses that reflect capacities 
to affect (triggers) and be affected (actions) (Hoffman and Novak 2018, JCR).

Example:

Trigger 
Category

Trigger 
Channel

Trigger
Event

Action
Event

Action 
Channel

Action
Category

Smart Hubs 
and Systems

SmartThings Moisture 
detected

Call my 
phone

Phone Call Notifications

If this: Then that:

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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IoT Interaction Event Data are Complex
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Text descriptions of 20,675 IFTTT Applets

● Trigger category, channel, event
● Action category, channel, event

Vector representations of Applets

● Learn word embeddings (word2vec)
● Construct vectors to represent Applets (convert 

rectangular text data to rectangular numeric data)

Visualization of Applet similarity

● Cosine similarity of Applet vectors used to construct 
distance matrix

The resulting 20,675 by 20,675 
matrix of cosine distances 
among IFTTT Applets is 
sufficiently complex that it 
presents significant challenges 
for conventional reduction and 
representation techniques.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Dimensionality Reduction for Representing Consumer Experience from Similarity Falls Short

10

PCA

MDS

LLE
(Locally Linear Embedding)

Isomap t-SNE

Spectral Embedding20,675 IFTTT Applets 
(interaction events) are each 
described by 50 features.

Cosine similarity of each pair 
of IFTTT Applets was 
calculated over the 50 
features.

Six machine learning 
methods for dimensionality 
reduction were used to 
represent the 20,675 IFTTT 
Applets in 2 dimensional 
spaces. 

None of the methods reveal 
a clear structure.

The coloring indicates the internal 
homogeneity of each interaction 
event (blue = high, red = low). 

Figures were generated in Python using scikit-learn 0.19.1 (PCA and Manifold Learning algorithms)

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Topological Data Analysis (TDA) Reveals the Structure of Consumer Experience

11             © Hoffman and Novak 2018 | http://postsocial.gwu.edu

Using the same data, a topological 
data analysis (TDA) provides a 
compressed representation of the 
20,675 IFTTT Applets that is 
highly interpretable.

Each of the 741 nodes is an 
overlapping cluster of multiple 
interaction events. Nodes are 
connected if they have events in 
common.

The resulting network has a clear 
structure, revealing well-defined 
and interconnected groups of 
IFTTT Applets. 

The network reveals consumer 
experience segments.

Figure was generated by performing Topological Data Analysis (TDA) with the Ayasdi software platform (ayasdi.com).

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Computational Framework for Consumer Experience in the IoT

13

Learn word 
embeddings 

(word2vec) of text in 
IFTTT Applets 

Combine phrase embeddings 
in 2 different ways to produce 
k-feature (high dim) Applet 

representations

NLP approach to uncover meaning in “if-then” applets: Shallow neural network (word2vec) 
(Mikolov 2013a; 2013b) to learn distributional representations of words in “if-then” applets. Use these to 
construct latent vectors of applets in terms of their capacities to affect and be affected.

Manifold learning algorithm to reduce the applet representations (into latent 
constructs): Unsupervised machine learning based on t-distributed stochastic neighbor 
embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) for nonlinear dimensionality reduction.

Corpus of IFTTT 
if-then Applet text 

(structured discourse 
IoT data)  

Construct separate phrase 
embeddings for trigger (“if”) 
and action (“then”) phrases

t-SNE using cosine similarity 
to reduce Applet 

representation to 2 
coordinates (low dim) (lenses)

TDA to visualize emergent 
consumer experience and 

experience segments

Computational topology technique to identify and 
visualize “experience segments”: Topological data 
analysis (TDA) (Carlsson 2009; Lum, et.al. 2012; Singh, 
Memoli and Carlsson 2007) to summarize high-dimensional 
data. Three-dimensional topologies of simplicial complexes 
represent shape and structure of the Applets.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Computational Framework for Consumer Experience in the IoT
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Learn word 
embeddings 

(word2vec) of text in 
IFTTT Applets 

Combine phrase embeddings 
in 2 different ways to produce 
k-feature (high dim) Applet 

representations

NLP approach to uncover meaning in “if-then” Applets: Shallow neural network (word2vec) 
(Mikolov 2013a; 2013b) to learn distributional representations of words in “if-then” Applets. Use these to 
construct latent vectors of Applets in terms of their capacities to affect and be affected.

Manifold learning algorithm to reduce the Applet representations (into latent 
constructs): Unsupervised machine learning based on t-distributed stochastic neighbor 
embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) for nonlinear dimensionality reduction.

Corpus of IFTTT 
if-then Applet text 

(structured discourse 
IoT data)  

Construct separate phrase 
embeddings for trigger (“if”) 
and action (“then”) phrases

t-SNE using cosine similarity 
to reduce Applet 

representation to 2 
coordinates (low dim) (lenses)

TDA to visualize emergent 
consumer experience and 

experience segments

Computational topology technique to identify and 
visualize “experience segments”: Topological data 
analysis (TDA) (Carlsson 2009; Lum, et.al. 2012; Singh, 
Memoli and Carlsson 2007) to summarize high-dimensional 
data. Three-dimensional topologies of simplicial complexes 
represent shape and structure of the Applets.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Learn 1383 word 
embeddings (word2vec) 
of text in IFTTT Applets 

Corpus of text of 
20,675 IFTTT Applets  

Construct Trigger and Action Embeddings from Word Embeddings

ID Applet Tokens (cleaned)

1

appliances ge appliances dishwasher 

number pods remaining create card 

trello task management to-dos

2
smart hub systems almond device has 

connect send me sms sms notifications

3

other numerous number goes above 

certain value threshold post to channel 

slack communication

4

shopping home depot product has 

change in price add row to spreadsheet 

google drive cloud storage

5

security monitoring systems netatmo 

welcome specific person arrive home 

post tweet twitter social networks

.

.

.

Word v1 v2 ... v25

appliances

dishwasher

smart

hubs

number

shopping

cloud

security

twitter

.

.

.

Key hyperparameters: 

features=25, context size=10, min word count=1, 
negative sampling=5, down-sampling threshold=.001

Cleaning: 

punctuation removed, converted to lowercase, 
selectively stemmed, stop words removed

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Trigger Words Action Words
16

t-SNE of 1383 
Words
Outside-In applet embedding
Window Size = 10
Features = 25
Perplexity = 15

 

create, append, text, 
document, drive, 

spreadsheet

new, image, 
twitter, post, 

question, 
message, page

package, 
shipping, 

shopping, order

congress, 
introduced, 

representative, 
sign, law

send, notification, 
sms, pushover, 

me

amount, payment, square, refund, 
stripe, customer, dispute, 

settlement, transfer

rainfall, humidity, weather, 
sunrise, tomorrow, threshold, 

low battery

stack, random, 
breath, loop, change, 
dim, philips, lighting, 

blink

exceeds, 
consumption, falls, 
standby, appliance, 
power, toggle, off, 
on, plug, socket

Size is proportional to the number of times 
word appears in corpus.

Color indicates % of times word appears in 
the trigger phrase vs. action phrase.

email, gmail

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Computational Framework for Consumer Experience in the IoT
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Learn word 
embeddings 

(word2vec) of text in 
IFTTT Applets 

Combine phrase embeddings 
in 2 different ways to produce 
k-feature (high dim) Applet 

representations

NLP approach to uncover meaning in “if-then” Applets: Shallow neural network (word2vec) 
(Mikolov 2013a; 2013b) to learn distributional representations of words in “if-then” Applets. Use these to 
construct latent vectors of Applets in terms of their capacities to affect and be affected.

Manifold learning algorithm to reduce the Applet representations (into latent 
constructs): Unsupervised machine learning based on t-distributed stochastic neighbor 
embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) for nonlinear dimensionality reduction.

Corpus of IFTTT 
if-then Applet text 

(structured discourse 
IoT data)  

Construct separate phrase 
embeddings for trigger (“if”) 
and action (“then”) phrases

t-SNE using cosine similarity 
to reduce Applet 

representation to 2 
coordinates (low dim) (lenses)

TDA to visualize emergent 
consumer experience and 

experience segments

Computational topology technique to identify and 
visualize “experience segments”: Topological data 
analysis (TDA) (Carlsson 2009; Lum, et.al. 2012; Singh, 
Memoli and Carlsson 2007) to summarize high-dimensional 
data. Three-dimensional topologies of simplicial complexes 
represent shape and structure of the Applets.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Construct phrase embeddings for 
trigger (t i ) and action (a i) as a 
normed sum (or weighted average) 
of the embedding vectors in the 
trigger or and action: 

t i =  ∑ vt(ij)   

a i =  ∑ va(ij)  

Note that each of these 2 constructed phrase 
embeddings, as well as the original word 
embeddings, are all in the same underlying 
high-dimensional feature space.

Construct 20,675 pairs of 
phrase embeddings for each 

applet’s trigger and action

Constructing Applet Representations from Word Embeddings

Trigger

Action

Three step process:

1. Learn word embeddings (previous slide) 

2. Create trigger and action phrase embeddings 
from the distribution representations of the 
words in trigger and action (left side of this 
slide).

3. Create applet representations by either a) 
horizontally concatenating or b) averaging the 
trigger and action embeddings. The choice of 
applet representation is determined by which 
aspects of applet similarity we want to represent.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Two Aspects of Applet Similarity

19

SMS Lights

SMS Lights

Applet 1

Applet 2

SMS Lights

Lights SMS

Applet 1

Applet 2

High functional similarity based 
on the similar capacities of the 

triggers and the actions. 

If Then

If Then

High inverse similarity based 
on the “cross-capacities” of the 

triggers and the actions. 

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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“Parts” Representation of IFTTT Applets 

20

Trigger Action f(v
smart

, v
hubs

, v
systems

, v
smartthings

, v
moisture

, v
detected

) f(v
call

, v
my

, v
phone

, v
phone

, v
call

, v
notifications

)

Parts representation of an Applet separately considers the capacities of the trigger to affect and 
the action to be affected.   Trigger and action embeddings are horizontally concatenated.

cos(t1 | a1 , t2 | a2) =  ( cos(t1,t2) + cos(a1,a2) ) / 2

Cosine Similarity Based on Parts Representation. 

trigger and action capacities
(functional similarity)

Today, we focus on the “Parts” representation to examine 
functional similarity due to similar trigger and action 
capacities. Applets that are functionally similar can be 
substitutes or complements.
 

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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“Whole” Representation of IFTTT Applets 

21

T+A

f(v
smart

, v
hubs

, v
systems

, v
smartthings

, v
moisture

, v
detected

)

f(v
call

, v
my

, v
phone

, v
phone

, v
call

, v
notifications

)

+

Whole representation of an Applet combines but obscures the capacities of the trigger to 
affect and the action to be affected.  Trigger and action embeddings are averaged. 

(Whole representation is equivalent to 
averaging all word embeddings in an 
Applet, without considering whether 
word is from the trigger or the action).

cos(t1+ a2 , t1+ a2 ) =  (cos(t1,t2) + cos(a1,a2) + cos(t1,a2) + cos(a1,t2)) / 2⨯sqrt((1+cos(t1,a1)) ⨯ (1+cos(t2,a2)) )

trigger and action 
cross-capacities

(inverse similarity)

within-Applet similarity of 
trigger and action 

Cosine Similarity Based on Whole Representation

trigger and action
capacities

(functional similarity)
The “whole” representation shows the role of inverse similarity 
due to cross-capacities of triggers and actions (complements). 

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Computational Framework for Consumer Experience in the IoT

22

Learn word 
embeddings 

(word2vec) of text in 
IFTTT Applets 

Combine phrase embeddings 
in 2 different ways to produce 
k-feature (high dim) Applet 

representations

NLP approach to uncover meaning in “if-then” Applets: Shallow neural network (word2vec) 
(Mikolov 2013a; 2013b) to learn distributional representations of words in “if-then” Applets. Use these to 
construct latent vectors of applets in terms of their capacities to affect and be affected.

Manifold learning algorithm to reduce the Applet representations (into latent 
constructs): Unsupervised machine learning based on t-distributed stochastic neighbor 
embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) for nonlinear dimensionality reduction.

Corpus of IFTTT 
if-then Applet text 

(structured discourse 
IoT data)  

Construct separate phrase 
embeddings for trigger (“if”) 
and action (“then”) phrases

t-SNE using cosine similarity 
to reduce Applet 

representation to 2 
coordinates (low dim) (lenses)

TDA to visualize emergent 
consumer experience and 

experience segments

Computational topology technique to identify and 
visualize “experience segments”: Topological data 
analysis (TDA) (Carlsson 2009; Lum, et.al. 2012; Singh, 
Memoli and Carlsson 2007) to summarize high-dimensional 
data. Three-dimensional topologies of simplicial complexes 
represent shape and structure of the Applets.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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t-SNE of the Parts Representation 
of the 20,675 Applets

What we really are interested in is the t-SNE of the Applet 
embeddings from the parts representation.

So, from the word embeddings, we created trigger and 
action phrase embeddings. 

Then, we created parts Applet representations by 
horizontally concatenating the trigger and action 
embeddings.

Shown at right is the t-SNE solution of the parts 
representations of 20,675 Applets.  The plot is colored by 
the within-Applet cosine similarity of the trigger and action 
phrase embeddings.

Plot shows evidence of local clustering, partly driven by 
within-applet similarity of trigger an action.

The two dimensions from t-SNE serve as lenses for 
subsequent TDA models. 

“Parts” Representation

within-
Applet 
cosine 

similarity

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Visualizing 
IFTTT Applets

24
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Computational Framework for Consumer Experience in the IoT

25

Learn word 
embeddings 

(word2vec) of text in 
IFTTT Applets 

Combine phrase embeddings 
in 2 different ways to produce 
k-feature (high dim) Applet 

representations

NLP approach to uncover meaning in “if-then” Applets: Shallow neural network (word2vec) 
(Mikolov 2013a; 2013b) to learn distributional representations of words in “if-then” Applets. Use these to 
construct latent vectors of applets in terms of their capacities to affect and be affected.

Manifold learning algorithm to reduce the Applet representations (into latent 
constructs): Unsupervised machine learning based on t-distributed stochastic neighbor 
embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) for nonlinear dimensionality reduction.

Corpus of IFTTT 
if-then Applet text 

(structured discourse 
IoT data)  

Construct separate phrase 
embeddings for trigger (“if”) 
and action (“then”) phrases

t-SNE using cosine similarity 
to reduce Applet 

representation to 2 
coordinates (low dim) (lenses)

TDA to visualize emergent 
consumer experience and 

experience segments

Computational topology technique to identify and 
visualize “experience segments”: Topological data 
analysis (TDA) (Carlsson 2009; Lum, et.al. 2012; Singh, 
Memoli and Carlsson 2007) to summarize high-dimensional 
data. Three-dimensional topologies of simplicial complexes 
represent shape and structure of the Applets.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Topological Data Analysis Can Reveal the Structure of the Applets

26

The t-SNE results suggest grouping tendences, but groups aren’t clearly 
delineated and only two dimensions are learned.

TDA lets us incorporate all the features over and above the two t-SNE 
dimensions to present an interpretable visualization of complex, 
nonlinear structure.

Topological data analysis (TDA; Carlsson 2009; Lum, et.al. 2012; 
Singh, Memoli and Carlsson 2007),  is a computational topology 
technique that produces a three-dimensional topology of simplicial 
complexes (discrete, combinatorial objects) in which groups of data 
are represented as nodes that contain rows that are similar to each 
other in the high-dimensional topological space and edges connect 
nodes that share rows.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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How TDA Mapper Creates Topological Models

27

X

y

B
in

 1

B
in

 2

B
in

 3
 

B
in

 4

Bin 1

Bin 2

Bin 3 

Bin 4

Slide images adapted courtesy of Ayasdi, Inc. http://ayasdi.com/

Step 1

Rectangular point 
cloud data:  

rows (many)
columns (x, y)

When plotted, 
these data define 
a circle.

Step 2

Map data onto 
1, 2 or more 
numbers 
using any 
function (or 
lens). Here, 
the lens is the 
y coordinate.

Step 3

Sort data into 
overlapping bins, 
based upon the 
value of the lens. 
Then, look at 
values of the 
original variables 
in these bins.

Step 4

Cluster the original 
data within each bin, 
on the original 
columns (i.e. x and y 
values).  Bins 1 and 
4 have one cluster.  
Bins 2 and 3 have 
two clusters.  This 
results in 6 nodes.

Step 5

Connect nodes by an 
edge if they have 
rows in common. The 
shape of the 
topological model has 
meaning and 
represents the shape 
of the data.  

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
http://ayasdi.com/
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TDA Implementation

Open source

› Python Mapper (Müllner and Babu 2013; Singh, Mémoli, and Carlsson 2007) http://danifold.net/mapper/ 

› Knotter https://github.com/rosinality/knotter

› ReNom http://www.renom.jp/rsts/introductiontda.html 

› Kepler Mapper in Python (Triskelion 2015, proof of concept for Ayasdi flavor of TDA) https://github.com/MLWave/kepler-mapper 

› Dionysus (in C++ with Python bindings) based on Zomorodian and Carlsson (2005) and Edelsbrunner, Letscher and Zomorodian 
(2000) on computing persistent homology

› Package TDA - R interface for GUDHI, Dionysus, PHAT

› TDAmapper – R package using Mapper  https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/TDAmapper/index.html 

› JavaPlex library implements persistent homology for MATLAB and java-based systems

› CTL = C++ library for computational topology

Commercial

› Ayasdi (Workbench Web platform and Python SDK)  https://www.ayasdi.com/ 

28

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
http://danifold.net/mapper/
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Structure of the Applet Embeddings

29

Outline of the TDA Mapper process:

● Rectangular data:  20,675 rows (applets), 50 
columns (features of applet embedding), 2 
additional columns (t-SNE coordinates)

● The two t-SNE coordinates are used as lenses 
to sort the rows into overlapping bins.

● Rows in each bin are clustered by their cosine 
distance, using the 25 features of the applet 
embedding.  The clusters of rows define nodes.

● Nodes are connected by an edge if they share 
at least one row.

● The resulting network is plotted with a 
force-directed algorithm.

http://postsocial.gwu.edu


             © Hoffman and Novak 2018 | http://postsocial.gwu.edu 30Figure was generated by performing Topological Data Analysis (TDA) on IFTTT applet embeddings with the Ayasdi software platform (ayasdi.com).

Compressed 
representation:

20,675 applets 
are represented 
by 741 nodes

Nodes are 
colored by the 
number of 
applets in each 
node (i.e., red 
nodes have 
149+ applets.

Topological Model of Applets Based on Part 
Representations (Trigger|Applet Phrase 
Embeddings)

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Ayasdi TDA Mapper Model for Applet Embeddings

31

Data

Rows  20,675 IFTTT applets

Columns 50 features of trigger | applet embeddings
(used for clustering within bins)

Hyperparameters

Lenses  Whole lens
two t-SNE dimensions from 50
features of trigger|action 
embeddings (used for binning)

Resolution 35 (used for binning).  Produces
     35*35 = 1225 equal-sized bins. 

Gain  2.0 (used for binning).  Produces
1 - 1/gain = 50% overlap of bins.

Metric Cosine distance (used for clustering
the columns within bins).

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Experience Segments in the 
Topological Network

13 if monitoring event, smart home action

1 if location, activate 
event (biz/developer)

6 if smart body event, log/communicate via  social media

4 if new social media content, promote/communicate via social media

5 if environmental event (internal/external), smart home action

2 if new business event/news/info/task, email me

7 if new content (news/info), save for later

9 if event, 
post to social 
media/note

0 if scheduled, 
smart home action

14 if  location, smart home action

3 if weather, event, DIY device action

15 if new content (music/photo & vid/social media), save for later

11 if new content, create note

10 if new email/text, post  to social media

16 if new content, notify me now

18 if event, 
schedule task21 content management in the cloud

23 if new event, mobile device action

24 if smart home event in real time, notify me now

Groups of nodes are identified with network clustering using 
a community detection algorithm (Louvain modularity 
optimization).

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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t-SNE 
lens

MDS 
lens

PCA
lens

Neighborhood 
(embedded 
k-nearest 
neighbors 

graph)
lens

Locally 
Linear 

Embedding 
(LLE) lens

Isomap 
lens

Parts Applet Embedding: Lenses

33Figures were generated by performing Topological Data Analysis (TDA) on IFTTT applet embeddings with the Ayasdi software platform (ayasdi.com).

http://postsocial.gwu.edu


             © Hoffman and Novak 2018 | http://postsocial.gwu.edu 34Figure was generated by performing Topological Data Analysis (TDA) on IFTTT applet embeddings with the Ayasdi software platform (ayasdi.com).

Compressed 
representation:

20,675 applets 
are represented 
by 741 nodes

Nodes are 
colored by the 
cosine similarity 
between trigger 
embeddings and 
action 
embeddings in 
each node (i.e., 
red nodes have 
cosine similarity 
>= .70

Topological Model of Applets Based on Part 
Representations (Trigger|Applet Phrase 
Embeddings)

http://postsocial.gwu.edu
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Identifying the Experience Segments

35

Groups of nodes are identified with 
network clustering using a community 
detection algorithm (Louvain modularity 
optimization).

We build profiles for each group by 
testing, for the set of categorical variables 
that define each applet, the proportion of 
the level of each categorical variable 
against the proportion of its level across all 
groups, using hypergeometric p-values.
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Higher-Order 
Groupings of 
Experience Segments 
Have a Clear 
Structure

(B)  Communicate Social Content

(A)  Manage My Projects 
and Content

(C)  If New Content, Save 
for Later

(D)  If New Content, 
Notify Me Now

(E)  Communicate with My Smart Home - Partners

(F)  Automate My Smart 
Home - Master/Servant
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A.  Manage My Projects & Content

37

Management of 
content, events, 
and tasks via 
calendar and 
cloud storage

Group 18: if event, then schedule task

“If new trello card added, create google calendar event”
“If new starred article, create task to-do”
“If new email, create task to-do”

Group 21: content management in the cloud

“If new tumblr post, append text file to dropbox”
“If visitor finished signing in, add file url to amazon drive
“If new iOS contact, append google drive document ”
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B.  Communicate Social Content

38

New personal and 
business content 
communicated or 
promoted via social 
media channels by 
consumers and 
businesses

Group 4: if new social media content, promote/communicate via 
social media

“If new instagram photo of you, share update on linkedin”
“If new mention of you on Twitter, update your twitter bio”

Group 10: if new email/text, post to social media

“If new email, post to slack”
“If new starred email, create facebook status message”
“If new text matches search, dm self on twitter”

Group 9: if event, post to social media/create note

“If new task completed, post tweet”
“If today’s weather report, post to skype”
“If Alexa say specific phrase, post message to groupme”
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C.  If New Content, Save for Later

39

Content that is 
logged or saved for 
later either publicly 
or privately.

Utilitarian

Group 11: If new content, create note

“If new article category in feed, create evernote”
“If new instapaper archived item, create onenote”
“If new status msg on Facebook Pages, create nimbus note”
“If new pin on Pinterest board, push notification”

Group 7: If new content (news/info), save for later

“If new feed item matches, save for later on pocket”
“If new public bookmark, create link post on tumblr”
“If new Nasa picture of the day, add to iOS photo album”

Group 15: If new content (music/photo & vid/social media), save 
for later

“If new wordpress post, add public bookmark”
“If new popular photo on 500px, add bitlink”
“If new reddit hot post, add to feed”
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D.  If New Event/Content, Notify Me Now

40

Time-Sensitive Events 
or Content 
Management in 
(Mostly) Real Time.

Utilitarian

Group 2: If new business event/news/info/task, email me

“If mailchimp campaign summary available, email me”
“If new closed issue on github, add to weekly email digest”
“If new trending story, add to daily email digest”
“If shipment status changes, email me”

Group 16: If new content, notify me now

“If new final score on espn, text me”
“If new NYT article, text me”
“If home depot product price change, text me”
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E.  Communicate with My Smart Home

41

Consumer-device 
interactions reflecting 
partner relationships 
with the potential for 
both self-extension 
and self-expansion 
experiences. 

(Novak and Hoffman 2018)

Group 23: If new event, mobile device action

“Send today’s bitcoin price to my smart watch”
“If soil moisture alert, update phone wallpaper”

Group 24: If smart home event in real time, notify me now

“If check engine light turns on, text me”
“If coffee maker water filter needs to be replaced, email me”
“If nest protect battery low, send notification”

Group 6: If smart body event, log/communicate via 
social media

“If new weight logged, add note to journal”
“If sleep duration above threshold, post Facebook update”
“If no new workouts in n days, post image to Twitter”
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F.  Automate My Smart Home

42

Smart home 
interaction reflecting 
communal 
master-servant 
relationships with 
the potential for both 
self-extension and 
self-expansion 
experiences. 

(Novak and Hoffman 2018)

Group 0: If scheduled, smart home action

“If calendar event starts, set zone temperature”
“If every day at date/time, arm the security camera”

Group 1: If location, activate event (biz/developer)

“If you enter or exit area, blink a light”
“If you enter or exit area, send an event”

Group 14: If location, smart home action

“If you exit area, turn off heat”
“If you enter area, stop recording security camera”

Group  13: If monitoring event, smart home action

“If new motion after quiet period, blink lights”
“If daily power cost rises above threshold, turn off switch”

Group 5: If environmental event (internal/external), 
smart home action”

“If temperature rises above threshold, turn off A/C”
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X.  DIY Playtime

43

Tech guys and gals having fun

Group 3: if weather event, DIY device action

“If sunrise, send event to blink1”
“If tomorrow’s forecast calls for, set nimbus display”
“If current weather conditions change, set littlebits output 
level”
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Parts Representation Over Time

44

Time 1 Time 5Time 3 Time 4 Time 6Time 2

Column set: 50 features from the parts representation (25 trigger features
and 25 action features)

Rows: 7-day rolling means of the column set variables for all applets 
created on each of 1826 days from 2011 to 2016 
(based on larger set of 330K applets).

Lens:  2 t-SNE coordinates of column set of 50 features
Metric: Cosine
Resolution: 30
Gain: 2.5
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Time 1 Time 5Time 3 Time 4 Time 6Time 2

p0

p1

p2

p3

p5

p4

p6

p7

p9

p10

p11

p13

p14

p15

p18

p16

p21

p23

p24

Parts
Group:

% in each parts group over time:  (KS score >.4 and p <.0001 highlighted.  Green = above overall mean; Red = below overall mean.
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     Implications

● Applet Discovery

● Unrealized Applets

● Linking Theory to Practice

46
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How Can Consumer-Facing IoT Companies Change Consumer 
Experience of What is Possible?

The IoT value proposition is that consumers (and firms) should 
be able to connect every service to every other service.

For IFTTT, this is a question of how they should organize 
applets for discovery.

The discovery page is currently organized by pre-defined 
groups based on services (e.g. Amazon Alexa) and related 
groupings deemed to make sense (e.g. iOS, renters, outer 
space).

IFTTT can present applets that have been organized by 
experience segments within higher-order groupings 
(e.g. from communicate with my smart device “if smart home 
event in real time, notify me now” or from automate my smart 
home “if monitoring event, smart home action”).

Discovery
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NLP Framework for Expanding the Experience of What Is Possible

48

Functional similarity
     cos(t1,t2) + cos(a1,a2) / 2

Inverse similarity
           cos(t1,a2) + cos(a1,t2) / 2

Focal applet in a target 
experience segment

Consumer experience 
segments from the 

parts representation

NLP queries of applet 
embeddings based on cosine 
similarity organize applets for 

consumer discovery

NLP approach uncovers meaning in 
“if-then” applets: Cosine similarity is 
calculated based on the parts and the 
cross-capacity representations.

Functional complements: 
Applets that perform the same 
trigger-action sequences, but 
exercise different capacities. 
Capacities of applets functionally 
complement the target applet.

Inverse complements: Applets similar in terms of 
cross-capacities, display inverse functionality, not 
necessarily doing the same things, but possessing 
similar underlying meanings. These inverse 
complements expand the consumer’s experience of what is 
possible. 
 

Functional substitutes: 
Applets similar in terms of their 
capacities, but with different 
trigger and/or action services 
are functional substitutes. 
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Applet Similarity Can Drive Managerial Action

Given an applet in a target 
experience segment, NLP 
queries of applet 
embeddings based on 
cosine similarity can be 
used to organize applets 
for consumer discovery.

For similar applets, we can 
use our model of capacities 
and cross-capacities to 
understand the meaning of 
the underlying similarities.

Functional Complements

Applets that perform the same trigger-action sequences, but 
exercise different capacities are functionally similar and serve 
as functional complements. The capacities of applets similar 
in this way to the target applet functionally complement the 
applet.

Functional Substitutes

Applets similar in terms of their capacities, but with different 
trigger and/or action services are functional substitutes. 

Inverse Complements

Applets similar in terms of cross-capacities, display inverse 
functionality, not necessarily doing the same things, 
but possessing similar underlying meanings. These 
inverse complements expand the consumer’s experience of 
what is possible. 
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Experience Segments in the 
Topological Network of the Parts

13 if monitoring event, smart home action

1 if location, activate 
event (biz/developer)

6 if smart body event, log/communicate via  social media

4 if new social media content, promote/communicate via social media

5 if environmental event (internal/external), smart home action

2 if new business event/news/info/task, email me

7 if new content (news/info), save for later

9 if event, 
post to social 
media/note

0 if scheduled, 
smart home action

14 if  location, smart home action

3 if weather, event, DIY device action

15 if new content (music/photo & vid/social media), save for later

11 if new content, create note

10 if new email/text, post  to social media

16 if new content, notify me now

18 if event, 
schedule task21 content management in the cloud

23 if new event, mobile device action

24 if smart home event in real time, notify me now

Groups of nodes are identified with network clustering using 
a community detection algorithm (Louvain modularity 
optimization).
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Facilitating Applet Discovery By Emphasizing Experiences
Communicate with My Smart Home (experience segment 24 - consumers want to be kept abreast of smart home events in real time)

Functional Complements 

Capacities that functionally 
complement the target applet

Functional Substitutes

Similar capacities to target applet, 
but with different services 

Inverse Complements

Inverse functionality to target applet 
with similar holistic meaning

Cosine similarity is based on the parts representation (functional similarity) Cosine similarity is based on 
cross-capacities (inverse similarity)

.996 If rachio watering time 
stops, email me

.953 If rainmachine zone start, 
email me

.851 If new email inbox search, 
start zone rachio

.981 If rachio event registered, 
email me

.890 If rachio watering time start, 
text me

.830 If text tag, water all zones 
skydrop 

.972 If rachio event registered, 
send gmail

.801 If parrot flower power time 
water plant, text me

.747 If send ifttt email, start 
record manything

Discovered applets have identical trigger and 
action services as the target applet.  But, 
discovered applets exercise other capacities.

Discovered applets have different trigger 
services than the target applet (row 1), different 
action services (row 2) or differ on both (row 3). 

Actions (triggers) of the discovered applets are 
similar to the trigger (action) of the target 
applet. Inverse causal direction. 

Target Applet:
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Experience Segments in the 
Topological Network of the Parts

13 if monitoring event, smart home action

1 if location, activate 
event (biz/developer)

6 if smart body event, log/communicate via  social media

4 if new social media content, promote/communicate via social media

5 if environmental event (internal/external), smart home action

2 if new business event/news/info/task, email me

7 if new content (news/info), save for later

9 if event, 
post to social 
media/note

0 if scheduled, 
smart home action

14 if  location, smart home action

3 if weather, event, DIY device action

15 if new content (music/photo & vid/social media), save for later

11 if new content, create note

10 if new email/text, post  to social media

16 if new content, notify me now

18 if event, 
schedule task21 content management in the cloud

23 if new event, mobile device action

24 if smart home event in real time, notify me now

Groups of nodes are identified with network clustering using 
a community detection algorithm (Louvain modularity 
optimization).
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Facilitating Applet Discovery By Emphasizing Experiences
Automate My Smart Home (experience segment 13 - consumers want their smart home to take action if a monitored event occurs)

Functional Complements 

Capacities that functionally 
complement the target applet

Functional Substitutes

Similar capacities to target applet, 
but with different services 

Inverse Complements

Inverse functionality to target applet 
with similar holistic meaning

Cosine similarity is based on the parts representation (functional similarity) Cosine similarity is based on 
cross-capacities (inverse similarity)

.998 Alexa turn off the philips 
hue lights

.925 If smartthings open, toggle 
hue lights on or off

.880 If wemo light switch on, 
start harmony activity

.993 Alexa turn on color loop 
hue lights

.995 Alexa turn on stack lights .821 If wemo light switch long 
press, deactivate 
smartthings siren strobe 

.991 Alexa toggle light on or off 
hue lights

.915 If smartthings open, change 
color lifx light 

.790 If wemo light switch long 
press, activate wink shortcut

Discovered applets have identical trigger and 
action services as the target applet.  But, 
discovered applets exercise other capacities.

Discovered applets have different trigger 
services than the target applet (row 1), different 
action services (row 2) or differ on both (row 3). 

Actions (triggers) of the discovered applets are 
similar to the trigger (action) of the target 
applet. Inverse causal direction. 

Target Applet:
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Theoretical and 
Practical Contributions

54

The latent “language” of 
emergent experience in the IoT 
is more consumer-focused than 
developer-focused and 
supports a variety of important 
marketing activities.

1) Strong conceptual framework guides decisions 
about model selection and hyperparameter choices, 
preprocessing, and interpretation; shows how 
assemblage theory constructs can be operationalized and 
supports further theory development and hypothesis 
testing.

2) Yields insights into what kinds of experiences 
tend to get realized & also what kinds of new 
experiences are most likely candidates for 
realization. Helps managers direct resources to those 
IoT interactions, services and products most likely to be 
adopted and used (product/business development, 
interface design, recommendations, etc.)
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“Big Picture” - The Possibility Space of IFTTT Applets 

Full Possibility Space:  916,250 unique combinations of triggers and actions that can potentially 
be connected with each other.  “What could be.”

● 1250 triggers (possible combinations of trigger channels and trigger events)
● 733 actions (possible combinations of action channels and action events)

Realized Possibility Space:  20,675 of the 916,250 unique combinations of triggers and actions 
that were actually realized (as of 2016).  “What is.” 

Experience Segments: Overlapping sub-groups within the realized possibility space represented in 
terms of trigger and action capacities. These reflect needs, uses, and experiences. “The meaning of 
what is.” 
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Full Possibility Space

916,260 applets represent all possible 
combinations of triggers and actions. 
However, most of the connections 
between triggers and actions haven’t 
(yet) been realized.

Realized Possibility Space

20,675 unique applets were created by 
IFTTT users from 2011-2016.  (note: an 
additional 895,585 possible appets were not 
realized because users haven’t done so yet.

Experience Segment

2238 unique smart home applets 
were created by IFTTT users from 
2011-2016.

1) all possible IFTTT 
applets (full possibility 
space)

2) IFTTT applets that 
were actually created 
(realized possibility 
space)

3) The experience 
segment of smart home 
applets that were actually 
created.

56

“Big Picture” - The Possibility Space of IFTTT Applets 
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Text representations of IoT interaction data represent the latent “language” of emergent experience in the 
IoT. Results are arguably more consumer-focused than developer-focused and support a variety of 
important marketing activities. 

Assemblage theory constructs guide representation and interpretation of IoT interaction events in a 
computational framework. 

Product Development: Which applets should be 
built? What are the best categories to focus on 
considering consumer experience? Want to emphasize 
not just installation (adoption), but also use 
(retention).

Business Development: Direct resources to 
partnering with those Web services most likely to 
result in successful applets.

Recommendations: Suggest specific applets or applet 
categories (channels, triggers, actions) based on 
similarity to what a user has already created or on 
similar use cases by other users.

Marketing Communications and Market Research 
Activities: Develop communications programs that 
effectively promote applets most likely to be installed 
and used based on consumer experience, rather than 
technical specs or service channels.

Linking Theory to Practice

57
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